Let a> = {0, 1,... } , and suppose that for each ; € w , C, is a compact Hausdorff space with weight < c . A filter over co defines a topology on riigea Ci • We prove that the continuum hypothesis implies the existence of ultrafilters over w for which the corresponding product space on X\ieoi Q is paracompact. Moreover, we show that every P-point in ßto -to is an ultrafilter with this property. Since box products appear as closed subspaces of ultrafilter products, our theorem extends results of Mary Ellen Rudin (1972) The Tychonoff topology of pointwise convergence and the box topology are examples of topologies on Cartesian products defined by filters over the index set. A filter can be used to define a topology as follows: take as a base element each Cartesian product of open sets where the set of indices on which the projection is the entire coordinate space is a set belonging to the filter. Then the filter consisting of sets with a finite complement defines the Tychonoff topology, while the improper filter consisting of the entire power set defines the box topology. C. J. Knight introduced the concept of a filter topology in the original paper on box products ([Kn], 1964).
Introduction and theorems
History. The study of normality and paracompactness in box products was initiated by Mary Ellen Rudin ( [R] , 1972) Kenneth Kunen ([Ku] , 1978) and E. K. van Douwen ([vD, ], 1975) . (See also the survey papers of van Douwen [vD2] , and Scott Williams [W] .) Box products appear as closed subspaces of ultrafilter products. The Tychonoff topology of pointwise convergence and the box topology are examples of topologies on Cartesian products defined by filters over the index set. A filter can be used to define a topology as follows: take as a base element each Cartesian product of open sets where the set of indices on which the projection is the entire coordinate space is a set belonging to the filter. Then the filter consisting of sets with a finite complement defines the Tychonoff topology, while the improper filter consisting of the entire power set defines the box topology. C. J. Knight introduced the concept of a filter topology in the original paper on box products ( [Kn], 1964) .
In this paper we show that the Rudin-Kunen method for proving paracompactness in the box product generalizes to a certain class of ultrafilter products. The decomposition theory of E. Michael ([M] , 1957) underlies this method.
Proposition 1 below, due to Kunen, is at the heart of the matter, while Proposition 2 is used in an auxiliary capacity (see [Ku] for proofs of these propositions). Proposition 1. Suppose X and Y are Hausdorf] regular spaces where Y is a quotient space on X and f:X -> Y is the quotient map (so the point-set of Y is a partition of X, and for each p e X, f(p) is the partition set to which p belongs). Suppose further that f is closed, f(p) is a Lindelof subspace of X for each p, and Y is paracompact. Then X is paracompact. Proposition 2. Suppose K is an infinite cardinal number. A Hausdorff regular space Y is paracompact if Y is K-open {i.e. every < K-collection of open sets has an open intersection) and K-Lindelöf (i.e. every open cover has a Ksubcover). In particular, Y is paracompact if Y isa P-space and to X-Lindelöf (Recall that y is a P-point if the intersection of each countable collection of neighborhoods of y is itself a neighborhood of y and Y is a P-space if y is a P-point for each y eY, which is equivalent to tox-open.) Product spaces. Suppose the index set is co = {0,1, ...}.
(We will let N denote {0,1, ...} when we use the integers to index subsets of either co or the Cartesian product over co.) For each i e co, suppose C¡ is a compact Hausdorff space where the weight (i.e. the minimal cardinality of a topological base) is < c (the cardinality of the reals). For each filter F over co, let X(F) be the corresponding product space on T\¡&(¡) C¡, where Il/etu U¡ is a basic open set if each U¡ is open in C¡, and {i eco: U¡ = C¡} G F. (For example, let each C( be the discrete two point space {0,1}, and let F be any free ultrafilter. Then in contrast to the discrete box product Oi€coCi, every point of X(F) is a limit point.) Proposition 3. Suppose F is a free ultrafilter over co. Then the box product 0¡€wC¡ can be embedded as a closed subspace in a product space over F.
Proof. Let u e F where co -u is infinite. Let /: co -u -> co be a 1-1 correspondence, and define C' so that C¡ = C¡ for each i e co -u. Let X' be the product space where Yliew C\ is the point-set and the topology is defined by F . Let p e X'. Then {q e X1: (Vz' e u)(qt = p¡)} is a closed subspace of X' that is homeomorphic to □,€wC(. An alternative definition of C' (due to the referee) is to let C\, for each i eco, be the one point compactification of the topological sum \J¡ew C¡.
Quotient spaces. For each p e Yll€í0 C¡, define the derived sequence E = E(p) on N by Em = {q e \~[iew Cf. (Vz > m)(q¡ = p¡)} , and define the derived set to be e(p) = IJmeN Em ■ Note that the image of e is a partition of the product. For each filter F over co, let Y(F) be the quotient space on X(F) induced by e.
Then regardless of the choice of F, we have the following results. ( 1 ) For each p, E(p) is a sequence of compact sets in X(F), so e(p) is a Lindelöf subspace. (2) As a quotient map, e is open; so the weight of Y (F) does not exceed that of X(F) which is < c. Thus by Proposition 2, the continuum hypothesis implies that Y(F) is paracompact if it is a P-space. P-point ultrafilters. We view the free ultrafilters over co as the point-set of ßco -co (the remainder of the Stone-Cech compactification of the integers).
Recall that for F e ßco -co, F is a P-point iff (V0: N -► F) (3m e F)(Vn € N)(w -8n is finite). We use this characterization to prove Theorems 1 and 2 below. Theorem 1. Suppose F e ßco -co. Then the quotient space Y(F) is a P-space iff F is a P-point. To prove that the quotient space is a P-space, we need a diagonal sequence (Vn ) where y:N -> N is strictly increasing and the intersection is open; and to prove that e is closed (by way of the upper semicontinuous decomposition theorem), we need a subsequence ( V¡ , ) of the main diagonal where the intersection is open. In either case, the Jn --jn point of departure from the box topology is that the intersection of a diagonal sequence is open iff the intersection of the underlying sequence of filter sets is itself a filter set. We show that for an ultrafilter F, the relevant intersection property is precisely that which characterizes a P-point in ßco -co.
Index set. For each n e N, let an be the initial segment {0, ... ,n), and let xn be the tail end {n + I, ...}. , V" . . = U ., and since V" , disagrees with U" on each index in s"
(by the choice of 5 and the preceding inclusion), we have sn ç er which is a finite set. For the converse, suppose F is a P-point. Suppose U is a sequence of basic open sets and let 8 be the sequence in F that underlies U. Let / e F where sn = t -8n is finite for each n . Let p e f]"e^ Wn where Wn is the derived set of Un . Then we can choose a strictly increasing sequence ;:N-»N such that for each / e N and each i e %. , pi e f|"</ Un ¡. Let Bi = f)"</ C7" , if License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. Let E be the derived sequence of p . By the compactness of the coordinate spaces, E is a sequence of compact sets, so we can choose a sequence T of finite subcollections of S such that each Tn is a cover of En . We assume that if U eTn, then U intersects En ; equivalently, p¡ e U¡ for i e xn . e{.Q) = U"gN Dj" > i-e-the derived set of f|"6N E>u is a subset of U"eN Dj" ■ Proof. Let r e e(q). Let / e N with r = #(. for each i e x¡. We have # G fLcM^, , so í e £),. , which implies re/),. , since a, c cr and D¡ , = C, for each z e tr, .
Remark. In contrast to the analogue for the box topology, the terms of Doj are incomparable with respect to set inclusion and the derived set of the intersection is a proper subset of the union which is not itself a derived set. Since er, is finite for each n, u is almost contained in each term of the subsequence. By the monotone property, this result also holds for the original sequence.
For the converse, suppose F is a P-point and let D = D(A ,8) be a basic diagonal sequence. Let t e F where t is almost contained in each term of 8. Choose a strictly increasing sequence j:N -► N where for each n e N, / n t . c 0 . Note that for each n e N and each i e co, if i e t n er or Partition co into intervals by defining interval n to be er. -er . Let /-odd 7n Jn-l ( /-even) be the elements of t that belong to an odd-numbered (even-numbered) interval. Either /-odd or /-even belongs to F . If ¿-odd e F(t-e\en e F), then let u be the set of indices on which the projection of n€N f!GN is the entire coordinate space; by the observation of the preceding paragraph, it follows that /-odd ç u (/-even ç u), so the intersection is open.
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